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Abstract. Deductive verification of object-oriented programs suffers from the lack of modularity. One of the obstacles to modular verification are invariant contracts, which classes
extending a verified system could break. We introduce a concept of modules for Java and
their correctness w.r.t. invariant contracts and give a theoretical criterion on attributes called
module-protection. To ensure modular fulfilment of invariant contracts, attribute chains that
invariants depend on must be module-protected. Finally, we show that each of four known
restrictions to enforce modularity imply module-protectedness of attributes.
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Introduction

Though deductive verification of programs in object-oriented languages like Java has made substantial progress in recent years, it still suffers from the lack of modularity. If verified systems get
extended by additional classes a lot of verification work has had to be re-done. Thus, verification
has not scaled up.
Roughly speaking, the reasons for this effect, which will be discussed in detail below, are
aliasing and subtyping. A number of papers have been published on how to restrict aliasing and
how to curb negative effects of subtyping. We present in this paper a theoretical notion of moduleprotected attributes which guarantees modularity of verification. We also show that each of four
known restrictions or programming patterns to enforce modularity imply module-protectedness of
attributes.
In this extended abstract we omit, because of lack of space, the treatment of subtyping which
however fits well into the framework for modules presented here. We assume from now on that there
is no subtyping (except from the trivial one, namely that all objects inherit from java.lang.Object).
The work presented here has been done in the context of KeY [1], a project that aims at
the integration of formal methods into industrial software development languages and tools. The
KeY system provides an easy-to-use full-featured theorem prover based on a calculus called JavaCard Dynamic Logic [2], covering the complete JavaCard standard, a non-concurrent subset of
Java [9]. Though every JavaCard program can be deductively treated with KeY, practicability will
be substantially improved by providing means to modularise verification. The standard specification language for KeY is UML/OCL [21], which we will use in this paper for examples, too. The
examples are however transparent enough to substitute UML/OCL by a favourite specification
language. As we are concerned with Java programs, we map, for the purpose of specification, every
Java class to a UML class, every Java method to a UML operation, and every Java attribute to a
UML attribute.
This work does only operate with concrete locations. Abstraction (using model fields, etc.)
as doubtlessly required for a proper specification technique with information hiding (as available
e.g. in the Java Modeling Language) is not object of this paper, but considered future work as
being a second layer above the contents of this paper.
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An Example

Figure 1 shows an example Java program similar to an example in [4]. The program provides
classes Date (which does not contain an attribute for a day, for brevity reasons) and Period, the

class Date {
private Month month;
private int year ;
public Date(Month month, int year) {
this . month=month;
this . year=year;
}
public Month getMonth() { return month; }
public int getYear () { return year ; }
public void setYear ( int year ) { this . year=year; }
public boolean earlierThan (Date cmp) {
return ( getYear()<cmp.getYear())
|| ( getYear()==cmp.getYear()
&& getMonth()<=cmp.getMonth());
}
}

class Period {
private Date start , end;
public Period(Date start , Date end) {
if ( end. earlierThan ( start ))
throw new RuntimeException();
this . start =start ;
this . end=end;
}
public void setEnd(Date end) {
if (end. earlierThan ( start ))
throw new RuntimeException();
this . end=end;
}
public Date getEnd() { return end; }
}

class Month {
private int val ;
public Month(int val) {setMonth(val);}
public void setMonth(int val ) { this . val=val;}
}

Fig. 1. A simple Java program

latter composed of two instances of the first. The month of a date is represented by an instance
of class Month. The attribute year in Date can be set by operation setYear. Date offers a query
method earlierThan to check if the stored date is considered earlier than a given one. The end date
of a Period can be retrieved by getEnd and set by setEnd. If we consider (as described above) a
UML diagram representing the Java program, Period can be constrained by the OCL invariant
inv: self.start.year<self.end.year
or (self.start.year=self.end.year and start.month.val<=end.month.val)
If we assume that Date and Month are developed separately from Period, and Period is verified
w.r.t. to its specification, the following problem is encountered. After adding a new class to the
system:
class Main {
public Period myPeriod() {
Date jan=new Date(new Month(1), 2004);
Date nov=new Date(new Month(11), 2004);
Period p=new Period(jan, nov);
jan . setYear (2005);
return p;
}
}

the contract of Period is broken because the class invariant is not satisfied after myPeriod() has
been executed: After its execution a Period object exists that starts in January 2005 and ends in
November 2004.
The problem is clear: Although all classes fulfil their contracts “locally”, modular soundness
cannot be assured. From a verification point of view the observed behaviour is not acceptable as
it would become necessary to prove the preservation of invariants for all classes whenever new
classes are added.
Let us briefly touch the question of what an experienced Java programmer would do if he knew
that his classes (as Period) were reused in an unpredictable way (as in Main). There is a large set
of patterns that address these problems: e.g. [4] recommends “defensive copies” before storing the
start and end attributes. In general it will be enough to ensure that writable references to the start
object are not exposed to instances of classes that were not developed together with Period.
We can observe another “point of attack” in this example: the object stored in the month
attribute of a Date object can be manipulated in an invariant violating way. As above references
to this object could be held in myPeriod and be modified there. This can be resolved by disallowing
writing references to Month in Date to leak.
2
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A Definition of Modules for Java

In this section we develop a basic module concept. We will use UML/OCL class diagrams to
describe the static structure and assume method bodies to be implemented in Java. It will be
evident that our approach can be easily adapted to other object-oriented languages. To keep
matters simple we only consider private non-static attributes. As we have no subclasses, protected
attributes are useless, public non-final attributes are discouraged anyway by all methodologies, and
it is easy to take static attributes into account. Techniques like reflection will not be considered
here.
Definition 1. We define inductively:
– (Tm , Em , ∅) is a module if Tm (the member classes) and Em (the exported classes) are sets of
classes with Em ⊆ Tm .
– If Im is a set of modules then m = (Tm , Em , Im ) is a module if Tm (the member classes) and
Em (the exported classes) are sets of classes with Em ⊆ Tm and the following property holds
for m and all modules m0 6= m:
If there are classes t ∈ Tm , t0 ∈ Tm0 and there is a type reference to t0 or an expression of type
t0 in the class declaration of t then m0 ∈ Im and t0 ∈ Em0 .
For different modules m 6= m0 we further insist that Tm and Tm0 are disjoint. Im is called the
set of imported modules.
We will use M to denote sets of modules. From now on we assume that every module is part of a
module system M which is assumed to be closed under the import relation.
Note, that the inductive definition of modules guarantees that the import relation is acyclic.
There are several possible concrete syntaxes for modules. We choose to denote a module by a
UML package, label exported classes by an export stereotype, and denote the import set by
dependencies to the contained modules marked with the stereotype import. In our settings
from Sect. 2, Date and Month are developed together, but separately from the other classes, Main
and Period. This leads to the module definition depicted in Fig. 2.

PeriodMod

DateMod
export
Date
month:Month
year:Integer
Date(Month, Integer)
earlierThan(Date):boolean

export
Month
val:Integer
setVal(Integer)
getVal():Integer

MainMod

export
Period
import

start:Date
end:Date
Period(Date, Date)
setEnd(Date)
getEnd():Date

export
Main
import
myPeriod():Period

import

Fig. 2. A UML class diagram for the simple program, modules denoted as UML packages.
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Module Contracts

In this paper we aim at a precise but rather informal presentation. A state s of a module m is
determined by the sets of existing objects for each class, and the values of local variables and
attributes.
Contracts for classes and interfaces are well known as restrictions on all objects of this type
during their lifetime [15]. An invariant contract (ϕ, t) consists of an OCL invariant constraint ϕ
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and the constrained class1 t. We write s |= ϕ when the OCL formula ϕ is true for every object of
class t in state s.
Definition 2. By Invt we denote the set of all invariant contracts on the class t. InvT extends
this designation to sets T of classes. For a module m = (Tm , Em , Im ) the module contract2 ctm
is given by ctm = InvTm .
The example in Sect. 2 shows that the validity of a class invariant depends on the context
in which it is considered. There, the invariant contract was fulfilled as long as only PeriodMod
was considered, but got invalid when MainMod was incorporated. This necessitates the following
relativised definition:
Definition 3. Let c be a class of module m which is in a module system M, (ϕ, c) be an invariant
contract, and s1 be a state of M with s1 |= ϕ. c fulfils (ϕ, c) in a set of classes T if all non-private
methods p of T invoked in s1 terminate in some state s2 with s2 |= ϕ.
Definition 4. A module m = (Tm , Em , Im ) fulfils its module contract ctm in a set of classes T if
all classes t ∈ Tm fulfil their invariant contracts from ctm in T .
Fulfilling a module contract in every set of classes is the goal of modular software development.
This requirement is often referred to as modular correctness. A module is then, as far as its
invariants are concerned, independent from the environment it is used in.
Definition 5. Suppose m = (Tm , Em , Im ) is a module. We say, m fulfils its invariant contract
locally if m fulfils it in the set Tm .
Note, that this definition is stronger than just requiring that invariants be true in all reachable
states of m.
We can quite easily prove that modules fulfil their contracts locally. In a system like the KeY
tool one would prove that the invariants are true in all initial states and are preserved by any
non-private method p occurring in Tm . This could be done by either symbolically executing the
body of p or by resorting to the pre and post-conditions and modifies clauses for p.
However, we want modular correctness. So we need to bridge the gap between definitions 5
and 4. This is the goal of the following sections.
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Invariants and their Dependencies

For a proper analysis of the validity of contracts, it is necessary to know which locations invariants
depend on. We first introduce some basic notions.
Definition 6. Let M be a module system, s a state of M:
(a) An attribute chain d = a1 .a2 . · · · .an is a sequence of attribute names separated by dots. Attribute chains are assumed to be type correct, i.e. the attribute ai+1 is defined on the result
type of ai for all 1 ≤ i < n. The class attribute a1 is defined in is called the start type of d.
(b) A location in state s is a pair (e, d) consisting of an attribute chain d and an object e of the
same type as the start type of d.
(c) For a location (e, d) we denote by e.ds its evaluation in state s in the usual sense.
The attribute chains occurring in the next definition do not contain local variables. In Sect. 6,
when we consider aliases to these attribute chains, we make however use of the possibility to have
local variables included.
Definition 7. A depends clause of an invariant ϕ is a (possibly infinite) set D ϕ of attribute chains
a1 . · · · .an for which the following property holds for all states s1 and s2 :
If, for all d ∈ Dϕ , and all
 objects e of the start type of d existing in both states e.d s1 = e.ds2 ,
then s1 |= ϕ iff s2 |= ϕ .
1
2

If subtyping was treated interfaces would also be incorporated.
Usually, though out of scope of this paper, operation contracts would be added.
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The existence of a depends clause, or even a minimal depends clause, for every ϕ is trivial since
the set D of all attribute chains satisfies the requirements and the intersection of a decreasing
chain of depends clauses is again a depends clause. Computing the exact depends clause or a good
approximation to it is a completely different matter. There are two approaches: [18] requires an
invariant to be restricted such that it has to obey a certain form and the locations it depends
on can be extracted easily. Another option is to require explicit depends clauses for invariants, as
done in [16, 14, 12] and to apply static checks.
Example. The set {start.year, end.year, start.month.val, end.month.val} is a depends clause of the
invariant of Period.
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Module-Protection

In the example of Sect. 2 we have observed that exposing references to certain attributes (in the
example: start and end) is harmful to the preservation of invariants. In this section we propose a
theoretical criterion, called module-protection, or m-protection for short, which strictly eliminates
such effects. In Sect. 7 we consider some known and easily checkable modularity requirements and
show that each of them implies module-protection.
We need some auxiliary notions, defined as follows, where m = (Tm , Em , Im ) is a module and
M a module system containing m and s a state of M:
Objs (m) denotes the set of all objects that exist in s and are instances of some class in T m .
Further we define:
[
[
Objs (m0 )
Objs (M) :=
IObjs (m, M) :=
Objs (m0 )
m0 ∈M

m0 ∈ M
m0 imports m

Since only those locations that are changed by some method can affect the evaluation of
invariants, we make the modification of locations explicit by defining the modifier set Mod s (p) [3]:
For every method p in M, Mod s (p) denotes the set of locations (e0 , d0 ), e0 ∈ Objs (M), d0 an
attribute chain in M such that e0 .d0 s 6= e0 .d0 s1 , where s1 is the state reached by executing p on e0
in s.
For e ∈ Objs (m) we define:
Rs (e) = {e0 ∈ Objs (M) | e0 = e.d0 s for some attribute chain d0 and
for all e0 ∈ IObjs (m, M) and all attribute chains d = a1 . · · · .an
with e0 .ds = e0 there is some i with e0 .(a1 . · · · .ai )s = e
or for all methods p of e0 (e0 , d) 6∈ Mod s (p)}
Thus Rs (e) consists of all objects e0 that can be referenced from e and any reference to e0 from
any object from a module that imports m passes through e or is readonly. We say, R s (e) is the
set of objects completely controlled by e.
Analogously, the set of objects completely controlled by m consists of those objects that are
referenced by objects of m but which are only referenced from importing modules of m by passing
through m or in a readonly way:
Rs (m) = {e0 ∈ Objs (M) | e0 = e.d0 s for some attribute chain d0 and some e ∈ Objs (m)
and for all e0 ∈ IObjs (m, M) and all attribute chains d = a1 . · · · .an
with e0 .ds = e0 there is some i with e0 .(a1 . · · · .ai )s ∈ Objs (m)
or for all methods p of e0 (e0 , d) 6∈ Mod s (p)}
Note, that e ∈ Rs (e) and Objs (m) ⊆ Rs (m). The attribute chains d and d0 in the above
definitions may contain arbitrary attributes from M. In extension to Def. 6 we allow attribute
chains to contain local variables as virtual attributes here.
For the proof of the main theorem the following auxiliary lemma is needed:
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Lemma 1. (a) Let e, e0 be objects in state s with e 6∈ Rs (e0 ) and p some method in e. If (e, d.b) ∈
Mod s (p) for an attribute chain d with e.ds ∈ Rs (e0 ) and an attribute b then p modifies e.ds .bs
only by (indirectly) calling a method of e0 .
(b) Let e be an object in state s and m a module with e 6∈ Rs (m) and p some method in e.
If (e, d.b) ∈ Mod s (p) for an attribute chain d with e.ds ∈ Rs (m) and an attribute b then p
modifies e.ds .bs only by (indirectly) calling a method of m.
Definition 8. Suppose a is an attribute defined in a class c which is part of a module m and m
is itself part of a module system M.
Attribute a is called m-protected in M if for every state s of M, and any instance e of c we must
have e.as ∈ Rs (m). Attribute a is strictly m-protected in M if for every state s of M, and every
instance e of c we must have e.as ∈ Rs (e).
If an attribute is strictly m-protected it is also m-protected. Note that the easiest way to fulfil the
requirements of module-protection is not to expose references to the object stored in o.a at all.
We can formally state that it is sufficient to make the attributes of those locations the invariants
of a module contract depend on—and not even all of them—module-protected. For the Theorem
recall that we have excluded subtyping which would invalidate the statement. In the presence of
subtyping we would have to require that the module system “respects behavioural subtyping”.
Theorem 1. Let m be a module that fulfils its invariant contract locally, let D be the union
of depends clauses of all invariants of m and let T be the union of classes of those modules
that (transitively) import m. If, for all attribute chains a1 . · · · .an ∈ D either n = 1 or for all
i = 1, . . . , n − 1 one of the following is true:
– ai has a type of a class defined in m,
– ai defined in a class of the module m is m-protected, or
– ai defined in a class of a module m0 6= m is strictly m0 -protected,
then m fulfils its invariant contract in T .
Proof. (Sketch) Let ϕ be an invariant for a class in m, T defined as above, and s0 a state of M
with s0 |= ϕ. Let p0 be an arbitrary method in T , e0 ∈ Objs (T ). By executing p0 on e0 , a number
of statements sta1 , sta2 , . . . , stak of T are executed, which yield the states s1 , s2 , . . . , sk (resp.).
We show by induction a stronger condition than necessary, namely that if s0 |= ϕ then for all
r = 1, . . . , k: sr |= ϕ.
For the induction step, we assume sk |= ϕ and perform a case distinction on the kind of
statement stak (we present only the obviously relevant ones according to the Java semantics):
– The statement is of the form x.a=y; where x is an instance of a class of T , which cannot be
part of some a1 . · · · .an ∈ Dϕ because the occurring attributes are from m and Im . Thus for
all d ∈ Dϕ and all objects e existing in sk and sk+1 : e.dsk = e.dsk+1 . By Def. 7: sk+1 |= ϕ.
– The statement is a method call on an object of Objsk (m). By locally fulfilling m’s invariant
contract it is ensured that sk+1 |= ϕ.
– Method calls within T . There is no state change except from exchanging the current this object
and stak+1 is the first statement of the called method.
– Other method calls p.
If for all attribute chains d ∈ Dϕ and all objects e0 in sk of the start type of d we have
e0 .dsk = e0 .dsk+1 then we are by Def. 7 finished. So let us assume e0 .dsk 6= e0 .dsk+1 for some
e0 and some d = a1 . · · · .an ∈ Dϕ . This implies that there is some i, 0 ≤ i < n and a location
(e0 , d0 ) with e0 .d0 sk = e0 .(a1 . · · · .ai )sk and (e0 , d0 .ai+1 ) ∈ Mod sk (p). Let us abbreviate e0 .d0 sk
by ep .
Case 1: ep ∈ Rsk (m). Because of Lemma 1, the modification is done during invocation of a
method pm of m which ensures sk+1 |= ϕ when p returns.
Case 2: ep 6∈ Rsk (m). Since e0 6= ep we must have n > 1. Since the type t of ai is also the type
of ep the case assumption yields that t is no class of m. If ai was defined in m it cannot be
m-protected since that would contradict ep 6∈ Rsk (m).
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Thus, according to the assumptions of the theorem: ai is defined in a module m0 6= m (thus
i > 1) and is strictly m0 -protected. This implies that for e = e0 .(a1 . · · · .ai−1 )sk : ep ∈ Rsk (e).
By Lemma 1 the state change is performed in a method pe of e; since a1 , . . . , ai−1 are either
m-protected, strictly m0 -protected or have a type of m, and a1 is declared in m we can conclude
inductively that there is a method pm of m that has (indirectly) invoked all calls to pe and
ensures again sk+1 |= ϕ.
t
u
Note that we do not need to check for the last component of a depends location. This implies
that invariants that only depend on attribute chains of the form o.a are harmless. This fact is the
immediate consequence that objects fully control their direct references.
Example. It is sufficient to make self.start and self.end PeriodMod-protected, and self.start.month
and self.end.month strictly DateMod-protected because it must be prevented that references to
them are available in importing modules of PeriodMod.
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Establishing Module-Protection

In the following subsections we address pragmatic questions and observe that some well-known
and statically checkable patterns, such as final attributes, uniqueness, ownership, and confinement,
are sufficient to show (strict) module-protection of an attribute.
7.1

Final Attributes

References to objects with only final attributes (i.e. attributes that can be assigned a value only
once, namely when constructing an object [9]) cannot be modified by any method. Thus, if an
attribute a is of such a type, a is strictly m-protected. A pervasive use of final attributes results
in immutable objects.
Lemma 2. Suppose a is an attribute defined in some class of module m. If the type of a is a class
c0 and all attributes of c0 are final then a is strictly m-protected.
Example. We make year and month in Date as well as val in Month final. The setYear method is
then not compilable and must be replaced by a method that returns a new Date object. Now, the
attributes start and end are PeriodMod-protected as well as month is strictly DateMod-protected.
Theorem 1 ensures that Period’s invariant is fulfilled in any context it is put.
7.2

Uniqueness

Definition 9. Suppose a is an attribute defined in a class c. a is called unique if, in every state
and for every instance e of c there is no object e0 6= e with a direct reference to e.as .
Uniqueness can be statically checked [6] or proven with a JavaCard Dynamic Logic proof
obligation.
Lemma 3. A unique attribute defined in a class of module m is strictly m-protected.
Example. Uniqueness helps to preserve the mutability of Date, by using defensive copies in constructors and getter methods [4] as shown in Fig. 3. The constructor of Period and the setYear
method, both create copies of the parameter Date objects before they are stored in the attributes.
As well, getEnd only returns a copy. Thus, an object stored in these attributes is never shared,
especially not with objects outside PeriodMod. If we assume that month in Date is still m-protected
by having val final, all relevant attributes are module-protected, giving an example of how a combination of two techniques, finality and uniqueness, ensures modular correctness.
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class Period {
private Date start , end;
public Period(Date start , Date end) {
if (end. earlierThan ( start )) throw new RuntimeException();
this . start =new Date(start.getMonth(), start . getYear ());
this .end=new Date(end.getMonth(), end.getYear());
}
public void setEnd(Date end) {
if (end. earlierThan ( start )) throw new RuntimeException();
this .end=new Date(end.getMonth(), end.getYear());
}
public Date getEnd() {
return new Date(end.getMonth(), end.getYear());
}
}

Fig. 3. The attributes of Period made unique.

7.3

Ownership

We give the following characterisation of ownership [8, 16, 18, 5]:
Definition 10. Given the acyclic partial ownership function owners on the objects of some state
s with the property for all objects e, e0 (ingoing and outgoing reference invariant):
if e holds a direct reference to e0 then e = owners (e0 ) or owners (e) = owners (e0 )
If, for all states s and for all instances e of a class, owners (e.as ) = e then a is owned.
This property can be statically checked [16, 18] on Java programs by ownership type systems.
Let a be an owned attribute. In state s, let e be an instance of c (of module m) with
owners (e.as ) = e. Thus (1) e.as is referenced by e and (2) the reference invariant implies that
from all objects e0 ∈ IObj(m, M) all attribute chains to e.as pass through e. It can be concluded
that a is strictly m-protected.
Lemma 4. An owned attribute a defined in a class c that belongs to a module m is strictly mprotected.
7.4

Non-exported Confined Types

In [20], Vitek and Bokowski describe how confinement to Java packages allows to restrict aliasing
and give a procedure to statically check confinement. We require, in addition to Def. 1 (which
provides a weaker condition) that non-exported types of modules are confined to the module. The
procedure of [20] can be used to check this condition.
Lemma 5. All attributes that have a non-exported type are m-protected for the module m they
are defined in.
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Related Work

Much recent work has been devoted to techniques for alias protection. We are however aware of
only few papers concerned with combining and exploiting different approaches for the purpose of
verification.
Ownership types as the most popular approach to control alias effects have been first introduced
by [8], from which different variants emerged [7, 16, 17, 5], e.g. [17] introduced readonly references
to access owner contexts. In the context of Müller’s work [16] on universe types, theories on how
ownership models can be exploited for modular verification of invariants have been developed:
Recent work by Müller et al. [18] relies completely on an ownership model giving up some flexibility
8

compared to our approach; there is also no explicit notion of modules, which makes it harder to
formulate invariants that describe properties that are only internal to classes developed at the
same time. Leino and Müller [13] developed another approach with the same restrictions as above;
moreover it seems difficult to convince developers to use the required explicit code annotations.
Unique pointers, which provide much stricter control of aliases than ownership types, have
been applied in the Island concept [10] and by Boyland[6]. Approaches for alias protection on the
type level (i.e. confinement) have been proposed by [20]. All three techniques are employed in our
work.
Depends clauses were introduced and refined in [12, 14, 19] and are implemented in the Java
Modeling Language (JML) [11]. The details of this notion slightly differ from ours.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a framework for the modular verification of object-oriented programs. Much
needs still to be accomplished: The concept of depends clauses has to be refined: especially how
clauses are extracted or proved has to be investigated and, as well, how infinitely large clauses are
denoted. The effects of subtyping to modularity have not been covered here, and are planned to
be subject of another paper. Our requirements on imported modules are moreover quite strict: If
an attribute is prone to be aliased it gets very strictly protected. Thereby, importing modules are
enabled to rely on the contracts of the imports. This is advantageous, since in importing modules
only such checks have to be performed that are fast static analyses (with the only exception—
omitted in this abstract—that subtypes have to be checked to be behavioural subtypes, what
remains a prover task). A variant of our method could provide weak contracts where importing
modules would have to prove certain additional properties (similar to operation preconditions) for
the import in order to rely on the contract of the imported module.
An important question we are going to investigate is how to formalise module contracts on a
higher abstraction level instead of referring to concrete locations and thus not to expose implementation details. Only then, the effective use of our modules is feasible.
A main contribution is a framework for modules and module contracts in object-oriented languages on the basis of the concept of contracts. As an advantage compared to existing approaches,
our way to modular correctness does not depend on a particular type system. Instead a programmer is free to choose, whether he prefers an ownership model or simpler techniques like using
immutable classes, as long as the applied pattern ensures the criterion stated here, namely the
module-protection property on relevant attributes. Moreover, the effort for establishing modular correctness is in a sense minimal: All measurements are based on an analysis of the module
contract. Only for the extracted depends-clauses, restrictions on legal programs must be applied.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Richard Bubel and Steffen Schlager for useful comments on earlier versions of this paper. We also thank the anonymous referees for their detailed
reviews.
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